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Abstract: The paper considers techniques for grouping objects that are described
with many quantitative and qualitative attributes and may exist in several copies.
Such multi-attribute objects may be represented as multisets or sets with repeating
elements. Multiset characteristics and operations under an arbitrary number of
multisets are determined. The various options for the objects’ aggregation
(addition, union, intersection) and the main features of hierarchical and non
hierarchical cluster analysis in multiset metric spaces are discussed.

1.  Introduction

An analysis of the problem considered is a preliminary stage of decision aid. Such an
analysis allows decision maker and/or experts to evaluate the reality of the decision
model, to check up an adequacy of subjective preferences to the limitations existed, to
examine a possibility of the decision realization, and to correct or change the decision
rules in order to make the solution feasible. There is a sufficiently wide range of
problems where the objects under analysis (situations, variants, alternatives, and so on)
are characterized with many diverse attributes (features), which may be quantitative and
qualitative. Furthermore, the same objects may exist in several copies with different
values of attributes, and their convolution is either impossible or mathematically
incorrect. Examples of such problems are the classification of projects estimated by
several experts by multiple criteria, the recognition of graphic symbols, and text
document processing. A convenient mathematical model for representing multi-attribute
objects is a multiset or set with repeating elements [Kn69], [Pe76], [Pe94], [Pe01],
[Ya86]. The multiplicity of elements is the most essential feature of multiset that allows
us to distinguish a multiset from a set and to consider a multiset as the qualitatively new
mathematical concept.

                                                          
1 This work is partially supported by the President of the Russian Federation (grant for a support of prominent
scientific schools 1964.2003.1), the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (projects 01-01-00514, 02-01-
01077) and the Russian Academy of Sciences (Scientific Programs ”Mathematical Modeling and Intellectual
Systems”, “Fundamentals of Information Technology and Systems”).
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Cluster analysis is a widespread methodology to investigate the natural grouping and
relations between the objects when a lot of real objects are compared. Difficulties of the
problem structurization increase in the verbal decision analysis [LM97], [Mi80], [Pe97]
when objects are described with many qualitative attributes. There are some reasons for
these difficulties. Firstly, multiplicity and redundancy of factors, which expresses the
substance of the problem solved, are possible. It means that the same elements of
problem may appear several times with the similar or various values of attributes, and the
different elements may be described with identical sets of attribute values. Secondly, the
type of multi-attribute space and/or indexes of similarity/difference between objects
depend on the properties of the objects considered. And finally, the amount and
complexity of information for specifying qualitative objects are essentially larger then for
quantitative ones. A lot of verbal and numerical data are to be processed without
ungrounded transformations (like data “averaging”, “mixing”, “weighting”, and so on).
So the special procedures are needed in order to collect and process such data.

To overcome some of the difficulties mentioned above the theoretical model for a
representation of qualitative objects as elements in multiset spaces is introduced. New
techniques for operations with collections of such objects are suggested in this paper.

2.  Multi-attribute objects representation

Consider some practical examples where objects are described by many qualitative
attributes and different attributes may be repeated within the object description.

Let A ={A1,...,Ak} be a collection of k projects evaluated by n experts by m qualitative
criteria Q1,Q2,...,Qm. Each criterion has a nominative or ordered scale of verbal estimates
[LPP89], [Pe01]. The project description consists of several groups of attributes
G={Q1,...,Qm}, Qs={ se

sq }, s=1,…,m; es=1,…,hs. Some of the attributes may occur more
than one time because several experts evaluate each project. So the project Ai may be
represented with the following set of repeating attributes: Ai={ni(x1)•x1,..., ni(xh)•xh}.
Here xj= se

sq  is an attribute from the set G={x1,...,xh}, h=h1+...+hm; ni(xj) is a number of
attribute xj, which is equal to a number of experts who have evaluated the project Ai with
the criteria estimate se

sq ; the sign • denotes that there are ni(xj) copies of attribute xj

within the description of project Ai.

Let A ={A1,...,Ak} be a file of textual documents related to any problem field [Pe89].
These documents may be, for instance, decrees, reports, references, projects, patents,
reviews, books, articles, and so on. Suppose that the document substance is expressed
with the so-called lexical units (descriptors, keywords, terms, etc). The set of lexical
units G={x1,...,xh} is called a thesaurus or problem-oriented terminological dictionary. In
this case each document Ai may be considered as a collection of lexical units and
represented in the same form: Ai={ni(x1)•x1,...,ni(xh)•xh}, where ni(xj) is equal to a number
of lexical units xj within the description of document Ai.
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Let now A ={A1,...,Ak} be a collection of recognized graphic objects (printed or hand-
written symbols, lines, images, pages) [ALS02]. In the process of recognition each
recognized object is compared with the set G={x1,...,xh} of standard samples and is
related to any sample with some accuracy. The set G is a base of standard samples that
consists of whole symbols or separate structural elements (fragments). Results of
recognition of the symbol Ai may be represented as follows: Ai={ni(x1)•x1,...,ni(xh)•xh},
where ni(xj) is equal to a computed valuation of recognized symbol Ai by a comparison
with the standard symbol xj.

In the cases considered an object (project, document, symbol) Ai is represented as a set of
repeating elements (criteria estimates, lexical units, standard samples) xj or as a multiset.
The theoretical model of multisets is very appropriated to represent and analyze a
collection of objects that are described with many qualitative attributes and may exist in
several copies with various values of attributes.

3.  Multiset and its characteristics

A multiset (also called a bag) is a known notion that is used in combinatorial mathematics
and other fields. Review briefly a theory of multisets (MS) and metric spaces of multisets
[Kn69], [Pe76], [Ya86], [Pe94], [Pe97]. A multiset A drawn from a crisp (ordinary) set
G={x1,x2,...,xj,...} with different elements is defined as the following collection of elements’
groups

A={nA(x1)•x1,...,nA(xj)•xj,…}={nA(x)•x | x∈G, nA∈Z+}. (1)
Here, nA: G→Z+={0,1,2,…} is called a counting function of the MS, which defines the
number of times the element xi∈G occurs in the MS A, and this is indicated by the
symbol •. A multiset А becomes an ordinary set when nA(х)=χA(х), where χA(х)=1 for
x∈А, and χA(х)=0 for x∉А. If all MS of a family A ={A1,A2,…} are composed of the
elements of set G, then G is said to be the generic domain for a family A . The crisp set
SuppA={x|x∈G, χSuppA(х)=χА(х)} is named the support set or carrier of the MS A. The
MS cardinality |А|=ΣxnA(х) is defined as the total number of all copies of its elements,
and the MS dimensionality /А/=ΣxχA(х)=|SuppA| is defined as the total number of
different elements. The maximal value of the counting function hgtA= )(max xnA

Sx∈
 is

called the height of the MS A, and an element xA*=arg )(max xnA
Sx∈

 is called a peak of A.

The MS is named the empty multiset ∅, if n∅(x)=0, and is named the maximal multiset Z,
if nZ(х)=

A∈A
max nA(х), ∀x∈G. We shall call the MS С[h] constant, if nС[h](x)=h=const,

∀x∈C. So the empty MS ∅ is a constant MS of height hgt∅=0, and any ordinary set В,
including the domain G, and support set of any MS, is a constant MS of height hgtВ=1.

Let us introduce the rules for comparing MSs. MSs А and В are said to be equal (А=В), if
nA(х)=nB(х), ∀x∈G. For equal MSs we have |А|=|В|, /A/=/B/, hgtA=hgtВ, xA*=xB*, and
SuppA=SuppB. MSs А and В are called equicardinal, if |А|=|В|; are called
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equidimensional, if /A/=/B/; and are called equivalued, if the MSs are equicardinal and
equidimensional. The equal multisets are equivalued. The converse is invalid in general.
We say that an MS В is contained or included in an MS А (В⊆А), if nВ(х)≤nА(х), ∀x∈G.
Then the MS В is called a submultiset of А, and the MS А is called an overmultiset of В.
In this case, |В|≤|А|, /В/≤/А/, hgtВ≤hgtА, SuppB⊆SuppA, and xA*=xB* or xA*≠xB*.

Multisets А and В are said to be homogeneously equivalent or S-equivalent (А≅В), if their
support sets coincide (SuppA=SuppB), and there exists a one-to-one correspondence f
between the MSs components of the same name: nВ(х)=f(nА(х)), ∀x∈G. Multisets А and
В are said to be heterogeneously equivalent or D-equivalent (А≈В), if their support sets
are equivalent (SuppA~SuppB) or equal, and there exists a one-to-one correspondence f
between the MSs components of differ names: nВ(хi)=f(nА(хj)), xi,xj∈G, where f is an
integer-valued function with the range Z+. S- and D-equivalent MSs are equidimensional
/В/=/А/, and their cardinalities and heights are related by |В|=f(|А|), and hgtВ=f(hgtА). One
of two S-equivalent multisets is always a submultiset of the other, but this statement is
invalid for D-equivalent multisets. Special cases of S-equivalency are equal MSs; shifted
MSs, for which nВ(х)=nА(х)+p, p≥0 is an integer; and stretched or proportional MSs, for
which nВ(х)=qnА(х), q≥1 is an integer. Any constant MS С[h] is an MS that is shifted by
h−1 units or stretched by h times with respect to its support set SuppС[h]. An important
particular case of D-equivalency is equicomposed MSs with equal heteronymous
components nA(хi)=nB(хj), xi,xj∈G. Equal multisets are equicomposed, whereas the
converse is invalid.

4.  Operations under multisets

Some operations under MSs were introduced in [Kn69], [Pe76], [Pe94], [Pe01], [Ya86].
Let us determine operations under an arbitrary number of multisets:
the union �

Ii
iA

∈
= { )(xn

i iA�
•x | )(xn

i iA�
= )(max xn

iA
Ii∈

, ∀x∈G};

the intersection �
Ii

iA
∈

= { )(xn
i iA�

•x | )(xn
i iA�

= )(min xn
iAIi∈

, ∀x∈G};

the arithmetic addition 
∈Ii

iA = { )(xn
i iA •x | )(xn

i iA =
∈Ii

A xn
i

)( , ∀x∈G};

the arithmetic subtraction  A−B = {nA−B(x)•x | nA−B(x) = nA(x)−nA∩B(x), ∀x∈G};
the complement   A= Z–A = { )(xnA •x | )(xnA =nZ(x)–nA(x), ∀x∈G};

the symmetric difference   A∆B = {nA∆B(x)•x | nA∆B(x) = |nA(x)−nB(x)|, ∀x∈G};
the multiplication by a scalar  h•A = {nh•A(x)x | nh•A(x) = hnA(x), h∈N, ∀x∈G};
the arithmetic multiplication  ∏

∈Ii
iA = { )(хn

i iA∏ •x | )(хn
i iA∏ = ∏

∈Ii
A xn

i
)( , ∀x∈G};

raising to an arithmetic power   Ап = { )(xn пA •x | )(xn пA = (nA(x))п, ∀x∈G};

the direct product    A1×…×An =

={
nAAn ××...1

• �
npp xx ,...,

1
|

nAAn ××...1
= ∏

=

n

i
pA ii

xn
1

)( ,
ipx ∈Ai,pi∈Ii,i=1,…n};
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raising to a direct power   (×A)n ={ nAn )(× • x1,…,xп  | nAn )(× = ∏
=

n

i
iA xn

1
)( , xi∈A},

where �x1,…,xn  is a cortege of n elements. Note that the multiplication of multiset by
scalar or multiset reproduction may also be represented as the sum of h multisets A:
h•A=A+…+A, or as the product of a constant multiset С[h] and multiset A: h•A=С[h]•A.

In general, the operations of arithmetic addition, multiplication by a scalar, arithmetic
multiplication, and raising to arithmetic powers are not defined in the theory of sets.
Analogous of these operations may be operations under vectors a+b=(a1+b1,…,an+bn),
h⋅a=(ha1,…,han), and matrixes А+В=||aij+bij||m×n, h⋅А=||h⋅aij||m×n, А⋅В=||aij⋅bij||m×n. The last
operation, introduced in [Zh77], is different from traditional matrix multiplication. The
operation of MS selection suggested in [Ya86] is a special case of multiset arithmetic
multiplication, where one of the factors is an ordinary set. When multisets are reduced to
sets, the operations of arithmetic multiplication and raising to arithmetic powers
degenerate into set intersection, but the operations of set arithmetic addition and set
multiplication by a scalar are impracticable.

Many properties of the operations with MSs are analogues to the properties of operations
with sets and can be extended to new types of operations inherent in MSs. These include
idempotency, involution, identity, commutativity, associativity, and distributivity. As
with sets, some of the operations with MSs are not mutually commutative, associative, or
distributive. Some properties of individual operations with sets and MSs are not always
the same. For instance, the symmetric difference of MSs is not associative in contrast to
sets. The difference and symmetric difference of sets are distributive under intersection
and are not distributive under union, while the difference and symmetric difference of
MSs are not distributive under both union and intersection. Some new properties of MSs
arise that have no analogy in sets.

The support sets of operations under multisets are defined as follows:
�

��
�

�

∈
�

Ii
iASupp = �

Ii
iA

∈
)Supp( = ��

�
��
�

�

∈Ii
iASupp ,   (2)

��
�

��
�

�

∈
�

Ii
iASupp = �

Ii
iA

∈
)Supp( = �

�
�

�∏
∈Ii

iASupp ;   (3)

Supp(h•A) = SuppAп = SuppA;   (4)
Supp(A1×…×An) = (SuppA1)×…×(SuppAn),   Supp(×А)п = (×SuppA)п.

The left equalities in the expressions (2) and (3) generalize analogues equalities for the
support sets of two multisets [Kn69], [Ya86], and fuzzy sets [ZZG84].

In the general case, the support sets the arithmetic and symmetric differences of MSs are
not equal to the differences of support sets of the subtrahend multisets:

(SuppA)\(SuppВ) ⊆ Supp(A−В),   (SuppA)∆(SuppВ) ⊆ Supp(A∆В),
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and the complement of an MS support set is contained in the support set of the multiset
complement: ASupp ⊆Supp A . At the same time, the following elegant connections exist
between the support sets of the subtrahend multisets:

Supp(A∆В) = (Supp(A−В))� (Supp(В−А)),
(SuppA)∆(SuppВ) = (SuppA\SuppВ)� (SuppВ\SuppА).

A kind of duality of operations is characteristic for multisets. MS union and arithmetic
addition, intersection and arithmetic multiplication, multiplication by a scalar and raising
to an arithmetic power form pairs of similar operations (2), (3) and (4) with respect to the
operation Supp: Z+→{0,1}, which defines passage from multisets to sets. In parallel with
this similarity, there is another kind of duality of MS union and intersection, arithmetic
addition and arithmetic subtraction under the operation of MS complement:

BABA �� = ,   BABA �� = ,

ВА+ = А−B= В −А,   ВА− = А+B,   А− В = B−А.
In the case of multisets, these equalities generalize the known de Morgan laws for sets.

5.  Combination of multi-attribute objects

Combining objects into groups is one of the helpful tools in order to find a structure of
the problem considered and use this information on other steps of decision analysis. The
relations between the collection of multi-attribute objects A ={Ai} and the set of their
attributes G={xj} may be expressed with the matrix C=||ni(xj)||. Rows of the matrix
correspond to objects, columns agree with attributes, whereas entries are attributes
values. Thus each row of the matrix C characterizes properties of the object considered,
and each column gives information about the objects, which possess this property. The
matrix C is used often in the data analysis, pattern recognition, and called the “object-
attribute” table, information table or decision table [Mi80], [PS94].

New types of operations under multisets allow us to use different options for combining
multi-attribute objects into groups. For instance, a collection Xt of objects Ai, which is
represented as multisets, may be aggregated as an addition Xt = ∈ tIi iA . Then a group Xt

is described by a matrix C’=||nt’(xj)|| with elements
nt’(xj) = )(∈ tIi ji xn . (5)

If a group Xt is merged as a union Xt =�
tIi iA∈  or intersection Xt =�

tIi iA∈ , then

nt’(xj) = )(max ji
Ii

xn
t∈

,    nt’(xj) = )(min jiIi
xn

t∈
. (6)

A collection Xt of objects Ai may be also formed as a linear combination of different
multisets: Xt = ∈ tIi ii Ab , Xt =�

tIi ii Ab∈  or Xt =�
tIi ii Ab∈ , bi>0. In these cases elements of

corresponding matrix C’ are resulted as products bini(xj). In results of object addition (5),
all properties of all members of the group Xt are aggregated. The expressions (6) reflect a
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domination of the best (maximal values) or worth (minimal values) properties of
individual members of the group Xt.

Cluster analysis deals with a division of an initial set of objects A ={A1,...,Ak} into several
groups A ={X1,...,XR} while taking into account a difference or similarity between the
object properties. Two general approaches are used usually in clustering techniques in
order to generate groups of objects: (i) a minimization of difference (maximization of
similarity) between objects within a group; (ii) a maximization of difference
(minimization of similarity) between groups of objects.

The type of space and choice of the index of similarity/difference between objects are
defined by properties of the objects considered. The metric spaces of multisets [Pe94],
[Pe01] are more appropriated for cluster analysis of the objects described with many
qualitative attributes. Different metric spaces (A ,d) may be determined for the same
collection of objects by introducing the various types of distances d(A,B). The following
metrics may exist in multiset spaces:

d1(A,B) = m(A∆B);     d2(A,B) = m(A∆B)/m(Z);     d3(A,B) = m(A∆B)/m(A� B).  (7)

Here m(A) is a non-negative real-valued function, which is defined on the algebra of
multisets and is called a measure of multiset A. The MS measure has the following
properties: m(∅)=0; coadditivity m( iAi)= im(Ai); weak monotonicity
m(A)≤m(B)⇔A⊆B; continuity 

∞→i
lim m(Ai)=m(

∞→i
lim Ai); symmetry m(A)+m( A )=m(Z);

elasticity m(h•A)=hm(A). The multiset measure may be determined in the various ways,
for instance, as a linear combination of counting functions: m(A)= jwjnA(xj), wj>0.
Remark that the multiset cardinality |A| may be also a measure of multiset.

The functions d2(A,B) and d3(A,B) satisfy the normalization condition 0≤d(A,B)≤1. Note,
that due to the continuity of the MS measure, the distance d3(A,B) is undefined for
A=B=∅. So d3(∅,∅)=0 by the definition. The following indexes of multiset similarities
are connected with the distances:
s1(A,B) = 1−m(A∆B)/m(Z);  s2(A,B) = m(A� B)/m(Z);  s3(A,B) = m(A� B)/m(A� B). (8)
Peculiarities of different metric spaces (A ,d) were discussed in [Pe94].

Consider for simplicity the case when a difference/similarity between different objects Ai
within a group, between an object Ai and a group of objects Xt, and between groups of
objects Xt in multi-attribute space are presented in the same form. In this case by using
the formulae for MS measure, operations under MSs, and equalities (7), (8), one may
write the following expressions for distances and indexes of similarity between MSs:

d1(Xp,Xq) = Dpq;     d2(Xp,Xq) = Dpq/W;     d3(Xp,Xq) = Dpq/Mpq;  (9)
s1(Xp,Xq) = 1−(Dpq/W);     s2(Xp,Xq) = Lpq/W;     s3(Xp,Xq) = Lpq/Mpq. (10)

Here W= jwjsup nt’(xj); Dpq = jwj|np’(xj)−nq’(xj)|; Lpq = jwjmin[np’(xj),nq’(xj)]; Mpq=
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= jwjmax[np’(xj),nq’(xj)]. Elements np’(xj), nq’(xj) are determined by formulae (5), (6).

The distance d1 is like a Hamming-type distance between objects (groups of objects),
which is traditional for many applications. The distance d2 characterizes a difference
between two objects (groups) related to common properties of all objects as a whole, and
d3 is a difference related to properties of only both objects (groups). The functions s1, s2,
s3 generalize for multisets the known nonmetric indexes of object similarity such as the
simple matching coefficient, Russel and Rao measure of similarity, Jaccard coefficient or
Tanimoto measure [An73], [Go71], [SS73].

6.  Hierarchical clustering

Consider main ideas of cluster analysis of objects represented as multisets. Hierarchical
clustering for multisets, when a number of the clusters generated is unknown beforehand,
consists of the following major stages.

Step 1. Set R=k. R is a number of clusters, k is a number of objects Ai. Then each cluster
Xi=Ai for all i=1,...,R.
Step 2. Calculate distances between pairs of clusters d(Xp,Xq) for all 1≤p,q≤R, p≠q, using
one of the multiset space models (6).
Step 3. Find a pair of close clusters Xu,Xv such that

d(Xu,Xv) =
qp,

min d(Xp,Xq),  (11)

and form a new cluster as a sum Xr=Xu+Xv (4), an union Xr=Xu � Xv (5), an intersection
Xr=Xu � Xv (5), or as a linear combinations of these operations.
Step 4. Reduce the number of clusters by unit: R=k−1. If R=1, then output the result as a
dendrogram and stop. If R>1, then go to the next step.
Step 5. Recalculate new distances d(Xp,Xr) for all 1≤p≤R, p≠r. Go to step 3.

Hierarchical clustering is ended when all objects are merged in several classes or in a
single class. The process may be also terminated when the difference index overcomes a
certain threshold level. There are optimization methods based on searching for an
appropriate level dopt(Xu,Xv) that allow us to give a comprehensible interpretation for the
groups formed [Mi87].

Note that a lot of pairs of close clusters Xu,Xv may appear on the step 3 which are
equivalent in multi-attribute space according to a minimum of distance d(Xp,Xq)
calculated by formula (8). So various branch points of algorithm (variants for a further
aggregation of multisets) exist, and different final groups of objects may be formed. The
smallest number of final groups is resulted due to an addition of multisets, and the
biggest one – due to an intersection of multisets. Using the distance d3 leads to less
number of branch points of algorithm in a comparison with the distances d1 and d2 which
applications give similar results.
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In order to diminish a number of possible variants for combining multisets, one can use
several criteria of cluster closeness instead of the single criterion (11), for instance, the
criterion of cluster compactness. A modified algorithm of hierarchical clustering looks as
follows.
Step 3.1. Find all equivalent pairs of close clusters Xu,Xv in accordance with the equation
(11) and form new clusters Xrl (l=1,…,c) under one of the operations mentioned above. c
is a number of equivalent clusters’ pairs.
Step 3.2. Find a cluster Xr* that minimizes the criterion of cluster compactness

f(Xr*) =
l

min ),(, pIpi i AAd
rl∈ /Nrl,  (12)

where Nrl is equal to number of objects Ai within a cluster Xrl. Go to step 4.

An involvement of additional criteria of cluster closeness leads to essential better final
results in hierarchical clustering procedures for all options of cluster formation.

7.  Nonhierarchical clustering

In the methods of nonhierarchical cluster analysis a number of clusters R is considered as
fixed and determined beforehand. The notion of a cluster center is often used in
algorithms of clustering [An73]. A center At° of cluster Xt (t=1,...,R) may be found as a
solution of minimization problem, for instance,

J(At°,Xt) =
p

min ),( pIi i AAd
t∈ , (13)

where d(Ai,Ap) is a distance between objects Ai and Ap in the space (A ,d) of type (9).
Remark that in our case a cluster center At° may coincide with one of the real members Ai
of the collection A  or be a so-called “phantom” object, which is absent in the collection
A  but is constructed from attributes xj in the form (1).

A general framework of nonhierarchical clustering for multisets is the following.
Step 1. Select any initial partition of objects into R clusters A ={X1,...,XR}.
Step 2. Distribute all objects Ai into clusters Xt (t=1,...,R) according to a certain rule. For
instance, calculate distances d(Ai,Xt) between the object Ai and clusters Xt by (9), and
allocate the object Ai into the nearest cluster Xn with d(Ai,Xn) =

Rt≤≤1
min d(Ai,Xt). Or calculate

a center At° for each cluster Xt by solving the equality (13), and allocate each object Ai

into the cluster with the nearest center, that is d(Ai,Ar°) =
Rt≤≤1

min d(Ai,At°).

Step 3. If all objects Ai do not change their cluster membership that has been given by the
initial partition of objects in clusters, then output the result and stop.Otherwise go to step
2.

Results of the object classification are evaluated by a quality of partition. The best
partition Xopt may be found, in particular, as a solution of the following optimization
problem:
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J(Xopt) = min ),(
1

t

R

t
t XAJ

=
, (14)

where J(Ai°,Xt) is defined, for example, by formula (13).

When a similarity of multisets (8) is used in a clustering procedure, the condition of
mind(Xp,Xq) is to be replaced by the condition of max s(Xp,Xq).

The following approach to structuring a collection of objects may be useful for a solution
of practical problems. At first, objects are classified by hierarchical clustering, and
several possible partitions of objects are formed. Then the set of partitions is analyzed by
nonhierarchical techniques, and the most suitable or optimal partition is searched for.

8.  Conclusion

An investigation of objects’ natural groups and possible relations between the objects
considered may help a decision maker to formulate choice strategies and decision rules,
which will be more adequate with the reality, to make his solutions more substantial and
reasonable. A multi-aspect analysis of problem and structuring alternatives allow us to
gain an insight into the problem nature and to find better decisions. However, there are
situations when the known methods may not be applied directly to the problem analysis
and solution. The most important features of these problems are plurality and redundancy
of data that characterize objects, alternatives, variants, and their properties.

In this paper we have suggested the tools for processing and structuring a collection of
objects described by many qualitative attributes when a lot of copies of objects and/or
values of their attributes may exist. This approach is based on a theory of multiset metric
spaces. Some of the techniques proposed here were applied to prepare and analyze
decisions related to the real-life cases.

A competition of R&D projects was performed to elaborate the State scientific and
technological program on high temperature superconductivity [LPP89]. The cluster
analysis of project distributions in the metric spaces of multiple criteria expert estimates
allowed us to discover the natural groups of projects, and to find the general decision
rules for the projects selection which were based on contradictory individual expert
conclusions [Pe01].

Combining of multi-attribute files of R&D projects by various aspects was used in order
to form a problem-oriented database of specific DSS for a coordination of the State
scientific and technological program on biotechnology [Pe89]. Such a DSS provided a
quick retrieval of relevant textual documents interesting for the user.
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